Why should my business use Fastly?
As a Drupal user you value fast, reliable page loads. As a modern, real-time CDN, Fastly can deliver your content faster, while giving you more granular control over how you post, modify, and delete content. With Fastly, you can enhance customer’s web experiences all while reducing infrastructure costs.

Pricing
Fastly offers a simple and transparent pricing structure: bandwidth + requests + add-on features (ex: SSL certificates and PCI support). Visit fastly.com/pricing for list pricing and a free trial account.

Case Study
To help scale, Drupal Association turned to Fastly to serve Drupal.org’s entire infrastructure, caching assets on both their Download and Updates services as well as Drupal.org. With this migration Drupal users enjoyed a 33% decrease in page load time, a critical step in preparation for the worldwide release of Drupal 8. To see how Fastly makes Drupal.org faster and more secure while keeping costs under control view the Drupal webinar¹, or read our Drupal case study².

"Drupal.org now loads about a second faster than it did before Fastly. On some pages, like the Drupal.org homepage, we went from 2.16 seconds to 1.42 seconds. That’s a dramatic and impactful improvement for our users."
— Joshua Mitchell, Former CTO Drupal Association

What can I do with Fastly?
Accelerate your website
As a Drupal user you’ve grown accustomed to fast, reliable page loads. Now you can extend the same web experience to your customers with Fastly. Unlike traditional CDNs, Fastly’s advanced architecture is built on a highly customized version of the Varnish web acceleration platform, allowing you to cache more content for longer, resulting in higher cache hit ratios. Your end users get better web performance and you reduce traffic to origin, saving on infrastructure costs.

Instantly update content globally
You can cache unpredictably changing content at the edge for better performance. With Instant Purge you can invalidate stale content within 150 milliseconds globally. Cache breaking news or even API content like the latest catalog, inventory or pricing data, knowing you can update it instantly. The Fastly Drupal module fully automates this cache-purge behavior. Once enabled, it detects when content has changed on your Drupal website and issues the appropriate purge requests on your behalf.

Take control with real-time everything
You can make instant configuration changes to control how your content is cached and served. Fastly keeps a history of deployed configurations, so if a change doesn’t go as planned you can quickly roll it back. With Fastly’s powerful Varnish platform, you also gain access to real-time logs and analytics allowing you to monitor your site’s performance, gather insights, and take instant action if needed. Fastly logs can also be streamed to almost any major logging endpoint, including Sumo Logic, Papertrail, Logentries or Amazon S3 buckets.

Scale for growth by shielding your site from traffic spikes
Fastly’s global, high performance network is built to absorb traffic spikes while also protecting against DDoS attacks. For example, whether you’re dealing with flash sales or peak holiday season, Fastly’s Origin Shield helps minimize bandwidth use on high-demand services and will ensure your website won’t go down.

¹Link to Drupal webinar: fastly.com/webinars/drupal
²Link to Drupal case study: fastly.com/customers/drupal-association

Drupal Customers using Fastly
Drupal customers from a variety of industries trust Fastly to optimize their web. These include Acquia.com, Wholefoods.com, LeTemps, Drupal.org, SyFy.com, BostonHerald.com, Patch.com, and Independent.co.uk.
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